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Prayers That Avail Much Harrison House Incorporated
Presents a collection of Scripture-based intercessory prayers for all types of
life situations.
Prayers That Avail Much Young Adults Destiny Image
Publishers
Combing scriptural prayers with faith-filled confessions, this
powerful little book will help you to learn to pray God's Word
over any circumstance you face.
Memory and Commemoration in Medieval Culture Harper Collins
Prayers That Avail Much has sold over 4 million copies and now
pastors and small groups have a resource just for new believers! This
little book contains the most important scriptural prayers for beginning
their life in Christ.
Prayers That Avail Much for the Nations Faith Alive Christian Resources
You Can Pray With Power! Do you long to know God better? Do you
want to understand Scripture more fully? Do you want to pray with power
--and see results? Germaine Copeland's three best-selling volumes of
Prayers That Avail Much have helped Christians learn how to pray, know
what to pray, and confidently claim answers to prayer. Now this all-in-one
edition is your complete guide to praying according to God's precious
word! As you put these mighty, Scriptural prayers to work in your own life
and in the lives of those around you, you will see God moving to perform
His Word. You no longer need to feel helpless in the face of difficult or
painful situations. You no longer need to miss God's blessings for you and
your loved ones.

Dressed to Kill Convergent Books
"There's a moment in every conversation that can
change the whole relationship. A moment when you
can either move toward the other person or away
from them. Choose to break a negative cycle or
continue it. Understand and be understood or remain
confused and frustrated. It's the "miracle moment."
And once you learn how to recognize and respond to
it, it holds the power to help transform the
relationships you have-at home, in love, and at work-
into the ones you really want. In The Miracle Moment,
Nicole Unice helps you discover the practical tools to
Learn to respect and respond to your emotions
without letting them control you Speak words that
help-rather than hurt-the likelihood of your getting
what you need Identify and keep yourself safe from
toxic people Become comfortable setting and holding

boundaries Be your best self even when you're
tempted to shut up, blow up, or give up Step into the
space where miracles happen. Your miracle moments
are waiting for you: moments of honesty; moments of
healing; moments of renewal and lasting change.
(Don't miss the companion Miracle Moment DVD
Experience and Miracle Moment Participant's Guide,
perfect for small groups or individuals wanting to go
deeper!)"--
Prayers that Avail Much for Kids, Book 2 Harrison House
Publishers
Combining ethnographic, semiotic, and performative
approaches, this book examines texts and accompanying acts
of writing of national commemoration. The commemorative
visitor book is viewed as a mobilized stage, a communication
medium, where visitors' public performances are presented,
and where acts of participation are authored and composed.
The study contextualizes the visitor book within the material
and ideological environment where it is positioned and where it
functions. The semiotics of commemoration are mirrored in the
visitor book, which functions as a participatory platform that
becomes an extension of the commemorative spaces in the
museum. The study addresses tourists' and visitors' texts, i.e.
the commemorative entries in the book, which are succinct
dialogical utterances. Through these public performances,
individuals and groups of visitors align and affiliate with a
larger imagined national community. Reading the entries allows
a unique perspective on communication practices and
processes, and vividly illustrates such concepts as genre,
voice, addressivity, indexicality, and the very acts of writing
and reading. The book's many entries tell stories of affirming,
but also resisting the narrative tenets of Zionist national
identity, and they illustrate the politics of gender and ethnicity
in Israel society. The book presents many ethnographic
observations and interviews, which were done both with the
management of the site (Ammunition Hill National Memorial
Site), and with the visitors themselves. The observations shed
light on processes and practices involved in writing and
reading, and on how visitors decide on what to write and how
they collaborate on drafting their entries. The interviews with
the site's management also illuminate the commemoration
projects, and how museums and exhibitions are staged and
managed.

Grace Like Scarlett Prayers That Avail Much (Paper
Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults has been
written in the same scriptural prayer format as the
bestselling Prayers That Avail Much Gold Letter
Commemorative Edition. These all new scriptural prayers
have been written in more modern translations like The
Message, The New Living Translation and New
International Version. They are written...

Ecclesiastical History Harrison House
Powerful Scriptural Prayers in Modern
TranslationsMillions of readers have found answers
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through the Scripture-based prayers in this
exceptional bestseller! Now newly revised and
updated in modern translations, each of the three
ground-breaking volumes of Prayers That Avail
Much� are included in this powerful resource.You'll...
Prayers that Avail Much for Women Destiny Image
Publishers
In Dressed To Kill, Rick explains with exacting detail
the purpose and function of each piece of Roman
armor. In the process, he describes the significance of
our spiritual armor not only to withstand the
onslaughts of the enemy and but also to overturn the
tendencies of the carnal mind. Furthermore, Rick
delivers a clear, scriptural presentation on the biblical
definition of spiritual warfare what it is and what it is
not. He stresses, Your unbroken, ongoing fellowship
with God is your absolute guarantee that you are
constantly and habitually dressed in the whole armor
of God. When you walk with God in deliberate,
continual fellowship, He will enrobe you with Himself.
Armed with the knowledge of who you are in Him,
you will be dressed and dangerous to the works of
darkness, unflinching in the face of conflict, and fully
equipped to take the offensive and gain mastery over
any opposition from your spiritual foe. You don t have
to accept defeat anymore once you are Dressed To
Kill!
Prayers That Avail Much for Teens Harrison House
Publishers
In To Know Him, readers will discover how to: re-
establish communication with God; share their heart with
Him openly and honestly; talk with God comfortably,
without fear or anxiety; and much much more.
Baxter's Explore the Book Thomas Nelson
Five Minutes with Jesus provides bursts of inspiration for
every reader’s relationship with Jesus. Brief but profound,
these daily readings from Sheila Walsh will help busy people
draw close to Him and walk with Him throughout the day. It
will become clear that, even in the midst of a busy lifestyle,
every minute we spend in the powerful presence of Jesus
makes a difference in our lives!
Prayers That Avail Much Vol. 1 Collectors Edition Destiny
Image Publishers
With more than 4 million copies in print, Germaine Copeland's
bestselling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have helped
believers learn how to pray, know what to pray, and
confidently claim answers to prayer. As readers put these
scriptural prayers to work for them, they will see God moving
to perform His Word. Readers no longer need to feel helpless
in the face of difficult or painful situations. This all-in-one
leather gift edition is revised and expanded with a special word
from Germaine Copeland and an extensive Scripture section.

Prayers That Avail Much Destiny Image Publishers
Prayer is powerful. Prayer is not a religious form without
power. It is effective and accurate and brings results. God
watches over His Word to perform it. Prayer is the living
Word in your mouth. This book is the original best-selling
Prayers that Avail Much Volume I It includes prayers for
personal concerns, prayers for others, prayers for those
in authority and prayers for the world. Commit yourself to
pray and to pray correctly by approaching the throne with
your mouth filled with His Word!
Prayers That Avail Much for Your Family HarperChristian
+ ORM
Although little is known about Elizabeth Dabney's youth,
she often said she learned the value of prayer from her

mother, who always kept a family altar in their home.
Mother Dabney sat down and documented for the world,
her detailed thoughts and experiences about really living a
life devoted to prayer and what the resulting effects would
be to personal ministry.

What It Means to Pray Through Destiny Image
Publishers
This book contains powerful warfare prayers and
decrees taken from Scripture that will break the
powers of darkness and release the blessings and
favor of God.
Representing History, 900-1300 Destiny Image
Publishers
DIVUse the authority God has given you to move to
the next level in your prayer life with this collection
of proclamation prayers by best-selling author
Kimberly Daniels. More than just a book on how to
pray, Prayers That Bring Change is filled with actual
prayers based on biblical principles that will help you
live victoriously in every situation you face. Learn to
break the powers of darkness and release the
blessings and favor of God in your life./div
When I Pray for You Ashgate Publishing, Ltd.
Copeland's work, which features short anecdotal experience
from his life, will bring readers into a deeper relationship with
the Father.

5 Minutes with Jesus: Making Today Matter Tyndale
House Publishers, Inc.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Prayers That Avail
Much(R) for Teens has sold over 100,000 copies and
the Prayers That Avail Much, Book Series has sold
over 3 million copies, proving themselves as staples
in the book market nationwide. A timeless classic,
Prayers That Avail Much(R) for Teens is filled with
scriptural prayers that are specific to the needs...
Prayers That Bring Change Penn State Press
New from the author of the bestselling Prayers That Avail
Much series comes this much needed book on prayer
based on 2 Chronicles 7:14 "If my people, which are
called by my name, shall humble themselves and pray, and
seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sins, and will...
A Global Call to Prayer Destiny Image Publishers
Robert Lewis Dabney has written a powerful tribute to the
Confederate General Thomas J. 'Stonewall' Jackson in this
book. Dabney was a close friend and military colleague of
Jackson, and his discourse is a moving and eloquent
tribute to Jackson's legacy. The book sheds light on
Jackson's life, his bravery, and his unwavering devotion to
the cause of the Confederacy. This book is essential
reading for anyone interested in the Civil War and the
important role played by Thomas J. Jackson. This work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in the "public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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